lutions, instrument packages and a comprehensive range of other components.
Over 9.5million working days are lost annually in the UK due to back problems and most of these could be saved by sitting in a better position more of the time.
Sitting in comfort whilst working is easy to achieve with the ergonomically designed DynamoSeat and InCharge stools from Evident. These wonderful stools automatically correct your seating position, providing the perfect balance, maximum support and comfort, ensuring you work in comfort all day long.
We are so confident you'll benefit from sitting on a DynamoSeat or InCharge stool; we're offering a Free 2 week inpractice trial, so you can see for yourself the fantastic benefits of sitting comfortably.
The DynamoSeat and InCharge stools will also have an impact on your practice as they are available in a variety of styles and colours, however they won't have an impact on your bank balance as they are remarkable value for money.
To sit in comfort everyday, please contact Evident on FreeCall 0500 321111 or visit www.evident.co.uk
All the expertise you'll ever need
You never know what's around the corner, and sometimes you need to enlist expert help to overcome the obstacles in your path.
With a focus on reliability and rich experience of the dental industry's inner workings, the ASPD consistently delivers on its promise of industry-specific solutions.
Since some problems require an approach from many different angles, ASPD members can confidently recommend their fellow members and work together to develop flexible, tailor-made strategies. The ASPD gives you access to professionals from a variety of disciplines, including: The ASPD also produces a Directory and has distributed copies of the 2008 edition to all its dental practitioners, supplying them with a guide to its members. For your copy, contact the ASPD today, and put world-beating expertise at your fingertips! 
Is The Year For BioHorizons
BioHorizons are worldwide distributors of pioneering implant products and are constantly developing new exciting ideas. They believe education is fundamental to the success of any business.
2009 will see a whole host of implant courses that professionals will not want to miss. 
Space maintainer/ creation kit
Ortho-Care (UK) Ltd. introduces the new EZ Spacer. This comprehensive kit offers the clinician a simple way to create space and upright molars with or without fixed appliances. The interdental space can be controlled by using the compressed ni-ti open coil that sits within two drums. The larger outer drum is bonded onto one tooth, and by the elasticity of the compressed coil spring, the smaller inner drum pushes out the adjacent tooth to create and maintain the necessary space.
The kit is ideal for uprighting teeth to create space prior to placement of implants or dental prosthesis and is simple to use.
The complete kit consists of 10 pairs of both size drums measuring from 2.6mm up to 9mm; 1 holder; 1 checker to measure the mesio-distal space; Ni-ti open coil and 10 x 12mm space maintainers that can be cut to size.
For more information please contact your Ortho-Care Sales Representative or alternatively telephone Customer Services on 01274 392017. Email info@orthocare.co.uk or visit the website www.orthocare.co.uk
Tots and Teeth

Children's Practice Benefits with PracticeWorks
Toothbeary Ltd, located in Richmond upon Thames is a state-of-the-art dental practice dedicated to the treatment of children. It adopts the fundamental philosophy of making each visit fun, eliminating worry and promoting optimum and lasting oral health. Principals Dr. Cheryl Lee Butz and Dr. Nicole Sturzenbaum began developing the highly anticipated practice back in 2006. Having already established a successful children's practice in Germany, Dr. Butz was amazed there were few private, child-focused dental practices in England.
Incorporating the best possible external materials, the practice needed the same high standards internally. The practice decided on the R4 Version 3 Dental Practice Management Software from leading providers PracticeWorks as it was the perfect solution to accommodate the logistics and legal issues of a child-only practice.
R4 is the perfect choice for this particular practice as the software allows all appointment books, clinical charting and notes, accounts and medical records to be stored centrally and accessed easily eliminating any added stress.
For more information call PracticeWorks on 0800 895 113 or visit www.practiceworks.co.uk
IDH Celebrate 10-Year Milestone
Integrated Dental Holdings (IDH) would like to congratulate the Keighly team reaching their 10-year milestone. Being committed to professional standards, achieving results and above all teamwork are just some of the qualities that have helped the Keighly team achieve this monumental success.
As one of the UK's leading dental groups with 2 million patients and a network of over 250 practices nationwide, IDH offer outstanding resources and support with patient-focused practices and always offer superb service. This is an incredible accomplishment and IDH would like to thank the team for all their effort and dedication. They have worked extremely hard and have constantly provided quality service all these years. IDH look forward to celebrating the next 10 years with the team.
With over 1500 professionals, including over 850 dentists, IDH has a support infrastructure and facilities like no other dental group. No one will work harder to ensure these high standards are delivered. 
